1. Introduction.
1.1. If C is a closed curve in a Euclidean plane £2, and 1(C) and a(C) denote the length of C and the area enclosed by C respectively, then we have the plane isoperimetric inequality (1) o(0 é 1(C)2/Air.
Similarly, if 5 is a closed surface in Euclidean three-space E¡, and A (S) and V(S) denote the area of S and the volume enclosed by 5 respectively, then we have the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2) V(S)2 ^ A(Sy/36r.
The literature of these classical isoperimetric inequalities is very extensive (comprehensive presentations may be found in Blaschke [l] and Bonnesen [l] (1)). In most instances, only convex curves and convex surfaces are considered, or else it is assumed that the curves and surfaces involved are sufficiently regular to permit the use of the classical formulas for the quantities a(C), 1(C), A(S), V(S). Briefly, the greater part of the literature relates to what may be termed the elementary range. Within the elementary range, the concepts involved in the inequalities (1) and (2) have generally accepted meanings, and the validity of these inequalities is a foregone conclusion, even though the actual proofs are of great interest and of substantial difficulty. On the other hand, the situation is quite different beyond the elementary range, especially in the case of the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2). It is well known that the number of formal definitions that have been proposed for surface area is very large. It is perhaps less well known that most of the more relevant definitions of surface area were found to conflict with each other in relatively simple non-elementary cases (see, for example, Nöbeling [l J). Similarly the concept of enclosed volume, involved in the inequality (2), admits of several plausible formal definitions which are readily seen to conflict with each other beyond the elementary range (cf. 1. 4, 5.6, 5.8) . Finally, the concept of closed surface lends itself to several fundamentally different interpretations (cf. Youngs [l, 2] ). Consequently, beyond the elementary range the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2) is by no means an a priori obvious geometrical fact. Rather, this inequality may be construed as a test of adequate Presented to the Society, August 22 and 23, 1946 ; received by the editors August 13, 1946. f1) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. adjustment between the concepts referred to by the symbols S, V(S), A(S) in the inequality (2). Examples show that entirely plausible formal definitions of S, V(S), 4(5) may turn out to be incompatible with each other if tested .by means of the spatial isoperimetric inequality (cf. 5.6).
The purpose of this paper is to study the Lebesgue area Al(S) (see, for instance, Youngs [2] and Huskey [l] ) from the point of view oí fitness relative to the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2). The Lebesgue area is of particular interest in this respect for several reasons. In the first place, examples due to Geöcze [l ] and Besicovitch [l ] reveal that the Lebesgue area has a tendency of yielding, beyond the elementary range, smaller values than one may expect on the basis of comparison with other area-definitions.
Hence, other things being equal, the Lebesgue area may be expected to yield a sharper isoperimetric inequality. The results of this paper tend to confirm this expectation. A striking illustration is obtained by means of an example, due to Besicovitch, where AL(S) <<x>, while any area Ab(S) of a type preferred by Besicovitch himself is infinite (see 5.5). In the second place, the examples found by Geöcze and Besicovitch show that apparently quite natural definitions of the enclosed volume V(S) may fail to pass the isoperimetric test in relation to the Lebesgue area Al(S) (see 5.4, 5.5). Thus the selection of a suitable definition of V(S) is a relevant issue. The concept of enclosed volume V(S) used in this paper is based on topological considerations (see 1.4), and seems to clear up certain paradoxical phenomena relative to "pathological" surfaces of unexpectedly small Lebesgue area. In the third place, in view of the examples of Geöcze and Besicovitch it would seem that previous discussions of the spatial isoperimetric inequality, in terms of the Lebesgue area Al(S), by Tonelli [l] , Blaschke [l] , and Bonnesen [l], do not take into account certain curious possibilities.
Thus it seems worthwhile to re-examine the spatial isoperimetric inequality. The results obtained lead, by analogy, to simplifications and improvements concerning the more familiar plane isoperimetric inequality (1). For this reason, and also for purposes of comparison, we included a brief discussion of the inequality (1) also. We shall presently summarize the principal definitions and results of this paper.
1.2. As regards the concept of a closed curve, we shall use oriented Fréchet curves of the type of the 1-sphere in a given Euclidean xy-plane (see, for instance, Youngs [l, 2] for the formal definition of such curves). Since no other type of curve will be considered in this paper, we shall use the term oriented closed curve to refer to curves of this type. A plane oriented closed curve C is determined by a representation of the form C: x = x(P), y = y(P), P G V, where Y is the unit circle u2+v2 = 1 in an auxiliary uv-p\ane, and x(P), y(P) are continuous functions on Y. The orientation of C is determined by selecting one of the two possible orientation of Y. For definiteness, we agree to choose the counterclockwise orientations on Y. If we set w = cos 0, 7j = sin 0, then the representation of C appears in the form C: x=x(8), y = y(8), O = 0^27r, x(0) = x(2ir), y(0) =y(27r), where x(0), y(0) are continuous functions of 0. The points (x, y) that correspond to the points P of T by means of the equations of C form a point-set that we shall denote by [C] , While the point P of V describes T in the counterclockwise sense, the corresponding point [x(P), y(P)] travels over the set [C] , where certain points of [C] may be crossed several times. Intuitively, C is thought of not as a point-set but rather as a trip over a point-set. Thus C and [C] are distinct entities. The length 1(C) is defined, in / \ n^ ypi=p«+i ?» the usual sense, in terms of inscribed polygons, as follows. Let a be a generic notation for a finite system of points Pi, P2, • • • , Pn, Pn+i = Pi of T that follow upon each other in the counterclockwise sense (see figure) , and let (xi,yi) be the point that corresponds to the point P< by means of the equations of C.
Let us put U -¿ [(«í+i -xi)* + (y.-+i -y,)2]1'2.
•-i
Then 1(C) is defined as the least upper bound of /" for all possible choices of a.
Thus 1(C) may be infinite. If 1(C) <<», then C is termed rectifiable.
1.3. Continuation. The area enclosed by C has been defined in previous literature (see Blaschke [l] ), in connection with the plane isoperimetric inequality, as a signed (or algebraic) area. Assuming that C is rectifiable, the signed enclosed area a,(C) is given by the formula (3) a,(C) = 2-1 f(xdy-ydx),
where the existence of the Stielt jes integrals involved follows from the assumption that C is rectifiable. The plane isoperimetric inequality (1) is then established in the form (see Blaschke Inspection of a lemniscate, for example, reveals that due to possible cancellations between the contributions of the "loops" of C the inequality (4) may yield an unduly weak statement.
We shall establish a (generally) stronger inequality, using the topological index (see, for instance, Radó [3] ). Let first (x, y) be a point that does not lie on the set [C] (cf. 1.2). We define then the index function i(x, y) as the topological index of the point (x, y) relative to the oriented closed curve C. Intuitively, i(x, y) indicates how many times C encircles the point (x, y). If (x, y) lies on [C], then we set i(x, y)=0. The index-function i(x, y) takes on only integral values. It is constant on each component of the complement of the set [C] , and in particular it vanishes on the unbounded component of the complement of [C] . Assume now that C is rectifiable. We have the formula (see Radó [3]) (5) I I i(x, y)dxdy = 2_1 I (xdy -ydx),
where the double integral is extended over the whole ¡cy-plane, and the integral is a Lebesgue integral. Since i(x, y) vanishes outside of some sufficiently large rectangle, the range of integration may be taken as such a rectangle. By (3) and (5) we have for the signed area a,(C) the formula (6) a,(C) = f fi(x, y)dxdy if 1(C) < «.
We introduce now a quantity a(C) defined as follows:
I I | *(*i y) I dxdy if i(x, y) summable, (7) a(Q = + oo otherwise.
The quantity a(C) may be considered as the absolute area enclosed by C. We shall prove that the plane isoperimetric inequality (1) holds if a(C) is defined by (7). Since generally |a,(C)| ¿a(C), this is an improvement over the inequality (4). The writer is not aware of any previous proof of this plausible result. As a matter of fact, our method of proof suggests the possibility of further improvements (cf. 5.8). We noted above that C and [C] are different entities. In fact, C, 1(C), a(C) are not determined by the point-set [C] alone. To illustrate this important point, let us consider the oriented closed curves G, C2, G given as follows. On the other hand, the curves G, G, G are entirely different "trips" over the unit circle. Clearly l(Ci)=2ir, Z(G)=47r, l(C3)=4ir, a(Ci)=w, a(C2)=2r, a(C3)=0 (cf. (7)).
From the formal definition of the curves used here (cf. Youngs [2] ) it follows readily that [C], 1(C), and a(C) are independent of the particular representation chosen for C. 1.4. Turning now to the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2), the main topic of this paper, we shall use the term oriented closed surface in the sense of oriented Fréchet surface of the type of the 2-sphere (see, for instance, Youngs [l,2] ). If Í7denotes the positively oriented unit sphere u2+v2+w2 = l in an auxiliary Euclidean uvw-space, then an oriented closed surface 5 is determined by a representation I tip) -to \ defines then a continuous (generally not biunique) mapping from U onto a subset of the unit sphere with center at (x0, yo, Zo), and the index i(x0, yo, z0) is defined as the degree of this mapping (see Alexandroff-Hopf [l ] ). From well known theorems on the degree of a mapping, it follows that i(x, y, z) takes on only integral values (which may be positive, negative, or zero). On each component of the complement of the set [S], i(x, y, z) is constant. In particular, iix, y, z) vanishes on the unbounded component of the complement of [S] . Using the definition (8) for the enclosed volume V(S), we shall establish the isoperimetric inequality (2) in the form V(S)2 ^ Al(S)í/36tt, for every oriented closed surface S, the latter term being used in the sense explained at the beginning of the present §1.4.
In analogy with the formula (6), one may want to use the signed (or algebraic) enclosed volume V,(S) defined by the formula F.(5) = I I I i(x, y, z)dxdydz, provided that the index-function i(x, y, z) is summable. As a matter of fact, the brief remarks of Blaschke [l] seem to indicate that he had V,(S) in mind in connection with the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2). Since clearly I V,(S) | = V(S), our result is thus generally stronger than the result suggested by the comments of Blaschke. As regards the treatment of the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2) by Tonelli [l] and Bonnesen [l] , comparisons are difficult due to the lack of an explicit definition of the concepts closed surface and enclosed volume in their work. However, it would seem that the method of proof used by these authors may fail to apply in certain cases (cf. 5.7).
Questions of considerable interest and difficulty arise if one attempts to compare our result, from the point of view of generality and strength, with results based on concepts of closed surface, surface area, and enclosed volume different from the concepts used in this paper (see, for instance, W. Gross [l ]). A study of these questions is beyond the scope of this paper.
Remarks analogous to those in 1.3 show that the quantities V(S) and Al(S), as well as the point-set [S] , are independent of the choice of a particular representation for S, and that the surface S and the point-set [S] must be considered as entirely different geometrical objects. In particular, the enclosed volume V(S) and the surface area Al(S) are not determined by the pointset [S] alone. In fact, the point-set [S] , taken by itself, does not yield generally any information concerning V(S) and Al(S) (cf. 5.4). 1.5. The general results stated in 1.3 and 1.4 will be derived by appropriate limit processes from elementary inequalities that we shall describe presently. In a Euclidean plane E2, let Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sm be a finite system of (not necessarily distinct) straight segments. We put A straight segment 5 with end points p, q, located in the plane E2, will be termed admissible (relative to the system si, s2, • • • , sm) if (i) p(£F, qQF and (ii) s contains none of the end points of the segments Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ , sm.
The set F is bounded and closed. The complement of F, relative to the plane Ei, is an open set which has a finite number of components, one of which is unbounded. This unbounded component will be denoted by Do, while the bounded components, if present, will be denoted by Di, ■ ■ ■ , Dn. If the bounded components are missing, then the inequality to be stated below is trivially true, and so we can assume that at least one bounded component is present.
Now let us take any function u(p), defined for all points pQ.E2, subject to the following restrictions, (12) a* Ú ll/lr, which will be shown, in §4, to yield the plane isoperimetric inequality (1) (in the strong form described in 1.3) by means of an immediate passage to the limit.
It should be noted that a* depends not only upon the system si, s2, • ■ ■ , sm but also upon the choice of the function u(p). For example, we may choose ju(p) = 0. Then o* = 0, and the inequality (12) is trivial. However, we can choose u(p) = l for pEDi+ • • ■ +Dn, this choice being clearly compatible with the requirements (i)-(v) stated above. Then (12) yields the inequality \T>i\ + • • • +I-Ö»! ^4/4"". The inequality (12), in its general form, states that each one of the bounded domains D¡ may be taken with a multiplicity p.j, so long as the choice of the non-negative integers u¡ does not violate the requirement (v) stated above (cf. 5.8). 1.6. An entirely analogous elementary inequality will be used to derive, by means of a passage to the limit, the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2). In Euclidean three-space E¡, let there be given a finite system of (not necessarily distinct) plane rectilinear triangles Ai, A2, • • • , Am. We put The set F, defined by (14), is bounded and closed. The complement of F is an open set which has a finite number of components, one of which is unbounded. This unbounded component will be denoted by Do, while the bounded components (if present) will be denoted by Di, • • • , Dn. If the bounded components are missing, then the inequality to be stated below is trivially true, and so we can assume that at least one bounded component is present.
Now let us take any function p(p), defined for all points p(E.E3, subject to the following restrictions, (i) u(p) is non-negative and takes on only integral values, (ii) p(p) =0 for pÇ.F (see (14)). (iii) Such a function p(p) having been chosen, let us denote by ¿u,-its constant value on the domain D¡ (note that p0 = 0), and let us put
where \D¡[ denotes the (three-dimensional) measure of the domain D" j=l, ■ • • , n. If the bounded domains D¡ are missing, we put F* = 0. We shall establish, in §3, the inequality (16) Vi = 4/36x, which will be shown in §4 to yield, by an immediate passage to the limit, the spatial isoperimetric inequality (2) in the strong form described in 1.4. The inequality (16) gives rise to remarks analogous to those made at the end of 1.5. If the triangles Ax, A2, • • • , Am form a simple closed polyhedron, then we may choose p(p) = 1 on the interior of the polyhedron, and (16) yields the classical spatial isoperimetric inequality for this special case. The proofs given in the literature for this special case are all based in the last analysis upon processes of symmetrization first used by Steiner and H. A. Schwarz (see Bonnesen [l] ), and our proof of the general inequality (16) reveals that these processes of symmetrization can be made to yield stronger conclusions than those found in previous literature. Similar remarks apply to (12). [May We observed above that the spatial isoperimetric inequality may be construed as a test of fitness for the Lebesgue definition of surface area. In view of the fact that this definition of surface area has also been used in the solution of another classical variation problem, namely, the problem of Plateau (for literature, see Radó [2] ), it appears that the Lebesgue area.4L(S) proved a valuable tool in the study of two outstanding classical variation problems. 1.7. This paper is subdivided as follows. § §2 and 3 contain the proofs of the elementary inequalities (12) and (16) respectively. §4 is concerned with the passage to the limit that leads to the general isoperimetric inequalities. §5 describes various interesting special cases covered by our general results, and contains a brief discussion of certain gaps in previous literature.
2. Elementary inequalities in the plane. 2.1. In Euclidean xy-plane, let us consider a simply-connected polygonal region that is symmetric with respect to the x-axis (see figure) . If / and a denote the length of the perimeter and the enclosed area, these terms being used in the elementary sense, then the isoperimetric inequality a ^ I2/Air can be established for this special case in a very simple and elementary manner (see Blaschke [l] ). This special result being assumed, let y = i7(x), Xi^xgx2, be the equation of the upper half of the perimeter. Then the inequality a ¿I2/At (assumed to hold in this elementary case) yields the inequality (17) jX\
which is thus seen to hold for every continuous, piecewise linear function r¡(x) such that 77(xi) =77(x2) =0 and 77(x) >0 for Xi<x<X2. 2.2. Now let i^(x) be a function that is continuous and piecewise linear in an interval -K^x^K and satisfies the following conditions,
Let then E denote the set of those points in the interval -K^x^K where p(x) >0. We assert the inequality 
and the inequality (18) follows.
2.3. We proceed to prove the inequality stated in 1.5. Given a system Si, s2, • • • , sm and a function p(p) as described in 1.5, we choose a Cartesian coordinate system xy in the plane A2 in such a manner that none of the segments Si, s2, • ■ ■ , sm is parallel to the y-axis. The function u(p) may then be denoted by p(x, y). The quantity a* occurring in (11) may be written now in the form (20) I p(x, y)dxdy, where A>0 is so large that the set F (see (10)) is comprised in the interior of the square -A^x = A, -A^y = A. On introducing the function
we have the formula (22) = I q(x)dx.
•J -K On setting (23) *(x) = q(x)/2, the inequality (12) appears in the form [May (24) I P(x)dx S IjSir.
J -K
We shall verify presently this last inequality. 2.4. We assert that the function q(x) (see (21)) is continuous in the interval-K^x^K.
Indeed, let x" be a sequence of points in this interval that converge to a point x0. The segment (25) <r0: x = xo, -K ¿ y ^ K, intersects the set F (see (10) (ii) q(x) is linear in I. (iii) Either g(x)=0 or g(x)>0 in the interior of I. In the first case we shall say that I is an interval of the first kind, while in the second case I will be termed an interval of the second kind.
Intervals of the second kind may be missing altogether. If this happens, then g(x)=0 and hence a* = 0 (see (22)), and thus the inequality (12) is trivial in this case. So we can assume that intervals of the second kind are actually present.
2.6. Continuation. Let I: xi ¿x^x2 be an interval of the second kind. For given k, the projection upon the x-axis of the segment sk either has no interior point in common with I or else it contains the whole interval I (cf. (i) in 2.5). Let $(I) be the set of those subscripts k for which the second alternative holds. For &£Ä(I), let sk(I) denote the portion of sk that lies above I, and let l[sk(I) ] be the length of the segment sk(I). If ^2* denotes summation relative to all the intervals I of the second kind, then clearly (cf. (9)) (27) E* E /[**(/) U**.
2.7. Continuation. Assuming that Z: Xi ^x = #2 is an interval of the second kind (see 2.5), we assert that the class $(I) (see 2.6) contains at least two distinct subscripts. Indeed, let xo be any interior point of I. The points (xo, -A) and (xo, K) are clearly comprised in the unbounded domain D0 defined in 1.5. If the number of subscripts ££$(Z) is less than two, then the segment x=xo, -A^y^A intersects the set F (see 1.5) in at most one point, and thus at most one point of this segment is not comprised in the unbounded domain DoHence (cf. 1.5) p(xo, y) =0 for -Aí¡y = A, with the exception of at most one value of y. Hence (see (21)), q(x0) =0 for every interior point xo of Z, in contradiction with the assumption that Z is of the second kind.
2.8. Continuation. For ¿£Ä(Z), let y = «^+13* be the equation of the line that contains the segment Sk(T) (see 2.6). Define, for -A^y = A, a function nk(y, I) as follows: nk(y, I) =1 if the point (0, y) lies in the projection upon the y-axis of sk(I), and nk(y, Z) =0 if this is not the case. Then the length of the projection of Sk(I) upon the y-axis is equal to the integral of nk(y, I) from -A to A, and it is also equal to \ak\ (x2-xi). Hence (28) and (21), integration of (29) (27), summation over all the intervals I of the second kind yields
where E is the set of those points x in the interval -7C ^x ^ 7C where ^(x) > 0. In view of (18), the inequality (24) follows, and the proof of (12) is complete. 2.10. The idea of the preceding proof is to reduce the general inequality (12) to the ordinary isoperimetric inequality for a simply-connected, symmetric polygonal region, by means of the process of symmetrization due to Steiner (cf. Bonnesen [l, pp. 75-77] ). In a certain sense, the inequality (12) represents the maximum amount of information that can be obtained by a careful analysis of a classical line of thought.
3. Elementary inequalities in three-space. 3.1. Let ^(x) be a function which is continuous and piecewise quadratic in an interval -K^x^K (that is, this interval can be subdivided into a finite number of intervals in each of which ^(x) is a quadratic polynomial of x). Assume further that ^(x) ^0 for -K^x^K, and p(-K)=p(K)=0. We have then the inequality 3.2. We proceed to prove the inequality (16) in 1.6. Using the terminology and the notations introduced in 1.6, let us select a cartesian coordinate system xyz such that the z-axis is not parallel to any one of the planes containing the triangles Ai, A2, • • • , Am. For each k = l, ■ • ■ , m, let ôk denote the projection of Ait upon the xy-plane. Then 5k is a non-degenerate triangle. Let A>0 be so large that the set F=Ai+A2+
• ■ • +Am is interior to the cube -A=xgA, -A^yáA, -A = Z = A. For -Ag£5» A, let Ak(£) denote the set of those points (x, y, z)GAi for which x^%, and let 5¡t(£) have a similar meaning relative to the triangle 8k-The sets A¡t(£), ok(i;) are empty or nonempty for the same values of £. For example, clearly Ak(-K) = èk( -K) =0. The (two-dimensional) measures of Ak(t;), ok(Í¡) will be denoted by 4*(£),
[May ak(i-) respectively, while bk(l;) will denote the (two-dimensional) measure of the projection of Ajt(£) upon the yz-plane (it being understood that the measure of the empty set is equal to zero). The intersection of the plane x = £ with the triangle A* is either empty or else it is a single point or a straight segment. In the third case, lk(Ç) will denpte the length of this straight segment, while in the first two cases we set /*(£) =0. The symbol Xfc(£) is defined in a similar manner relative to the triangle 5*. We put /(£) = h(iz) + l2(Ç) + • • • + lm(£). For -7?<Xi<X2<I£, we define gk(y, z, xi, X2) as the characteristic function of the projection, upon the yz-plane, of the set of those points (x, y, z)£Aifor which xi ^x ^X2 (the characteristic function of a set E is equal to 1 for points of E and equal to zero for points not in 73). From (40) and (41) (46) is a direct consequence of the inequality (12). From (45), (46) (44), 3.3, 1.6) A(K) = A*,A(-K) = 0, and hence, by (47),
On the other hand (see 1.6, 3.5) (49) V*= ¡ I **(*' y> z)dxdydz = I Q(x)dx.
In view of (49), (42), (48), the inequality (16) follows.
4. The isoperimetric inequalities. 4.1. The limit processes, leading from the elementary inequalities (12) and (16) to the isoperimetric inequality for general curves and surfaces, are based on certain simple and general properties of the quantities 1(C), a(C), At,(S), V(S) that we shall first review.
Let C be an oriented closed curve (see 1.2), and let C" be a sequence of such curves, all in a given Euclidean xy-plane. The sequence Cn is said to converge to C, in symbols Cn-*C, ii there exist simultaneous representations (cf. 1.2) C: x= x(p), y = y(p), p&T,
such that x"(p)->x(p), yn(P)-*y(P) uniformly on Y. Suppose that Cn->C. We assert the inequalities
a(C) = lim inf a(Cn), which express the fundamental fact that the length 1(C) and the enclosed area a(C) (as defined by (7)) are lower semicontinuous functionals. This property of 1(C) is familiar. As regards a(C), we may reason as follows. Let i(x, y), in(x, y) be the topological index-functions associated with C, Cn respectively (cf. 1.3). We assert that C: x = x(p), y = y(p), pGV, with the following property: The unit circle Y can be subdivided into a finite number of arcs 71, y2, ■ ■ • , ym, such that each one of the arcs yk is mapped, by the equations x=x(p), y=y(p), topologically onto a straight segment Sk in the xy-plane. It follows readily that in this case 1(C) is equal to the sum of the lengths of the segments su • • ■ , sm. We shall use the symbol P as a generic notation for an oriented closed polygon. From the definition of 1(C), it follows readily that for any given oriented closed curve C there exists a sequence of oriented closed polygons P" such that Pn-*C and l(Pn)-*l(C).
4.3. Entirely similar considerations apply to surfaces. Let S be an oriented closed surface (see 1.4), and let 5" be a sequence of such surfaces. The sequence S» is said to converge to 5, in symbols S"-»S, if there exist simultaneous representations (see 1.4) S: x= x(p), y = y(p), z = z(p), pGU,
Suppose that Sn-*S. We assert the inequalities
which express the fundamental fact that the Lebesgue area A L(S) and the enclosed volume V(S) (as defined by (8)) are lower semi-continuous functionals. This property of AL(S) is familiar. As regards V(S), the proof is entirely similar to that given in 4.1 for the inequality (51). 4.4. An oriented closed surface S will be termed an oriented closed polyhedron ii it admits of a representation (cf. 1.4)
with the following property: The sphere U can be subdivided into a finite number of curvilinear triangles h, • • ■ , tm, such that each triangle tk is mapped, by the equations x=x(p), y=y(p), z = z(p), topologically onto a plane rectilinear triangle A* in xyz-space. It can be shown (see, for instance, Youngs [2] ) that the Lebesgue area of S is then equal to the sum of the areas of the triangles Ai, • • • , Am. From the definition of the Lebesgue area it follows readily that for any given oriented closed surface 5 there exists a sequence of oriented closed polyhedra $" such that fyn->S and ALC$n)-+A l(S).
4.5. Now let there be given an oriented closed polygon P in terms of a representation P: x = x(p), y=y(p), p&T, with the property stated in 4.2, and let Si, S%, • • • , sm be the straight segments described there. Let i(x, y) be the corresponding index-function (see 1.3). Whenever the point (x, y) crosses a segment sk, the index-function i(x, y) changes by +1. In view of this fact it follows that the segments «j, s2, • • • , sm, jointly with p(x, y) = | ¿(x, y) |, satisfy the assumptions made in 1.5. Since, for this choice of u(x, y), the a* of formula (11) coincides with the enclosed area defined by (7), the elementary inequality (12) shows that we have the isoperimetric inequality a(P) ¿1(P)2/At for every oriented closed polygon P.
4.6. Let there be given an oriented closed curve C in the xy-plane. By 4.2 we have then a sequence Pn of oriented closed polygons such that Pn-rC and l(Pn)-+l(C). By (51) The relations (55), (56) yield the isoperimetric inequality a(C) ¿1(C)2/At for every oriented closed curve C, where the enclosed area a(C) is defined by formula (7) in 1.3.
4.7. The proof of the spatial isoperimetric inequality is entirely analogous. In the first place, a reasoning similar to that in 4.5 shows that for oriented closed polyhedra ty the inequality V(%í)2¿AlC$)3/36t
is an immediate con-sequence of the elementary inequality (16). Let then S be any oriented closed surface. By 4.4 we have a sequence of oriented closed polyhedra ^n such that $"-»5, AL(^n)-*Al(S). By 4.3 we have then the relations AL(S) = hm AL(%), V(S) = lim inf F0ß").
Since each *$n is an oriented closed polyhedron, we already know that V(%)2 g AL(yny/36ir.
These relations yield the spatial isoperimetric inequality V(S)2 = .4l(S) 3/36ir, where the enclosed volume V(S) is defined by the formula (8).
5. Miscellaneous comments. 5.1. The preceding discussion of the plane and spatial isoperimetric inequalities may be interpreted to show that the two cases are entirely analogous as regards concepts involved, methods used, and results achieved. And yet, the spatial isoperimetric inequality covers situations for which no analogues exist in the case of the plane isoperimetric inequality and which were, apparently, overlooked in previous treatments of the problem. The purpose of the following remarks is to amplify this general statement and to call attention to various further problems related to the spatial isoperimetric inequality.
5.2. While the theory of arc length and the theory of surface area show far-reaching analogies, there exist certain fundamental discrepancies that students of this field should keep in mind. One of the reasons for these discrepancies may be described as follows. Let 7 be a simple polygonal line whose length l(y) is less than a given £>0 and which passes through a given point poThen clearly 7 is comprised in the sphere with center p0 and radius é. On the other hand, let S be a simple polyhedral surface whose area A (2) (in the elementary sense) is less than a given e > 0 and which passes through a given point po-Choosing S as a very long but very narrow rectangle, we see that a polyhedral surface may have very small area without being comprised in a small sphere. By properly folding the 2 of the preceding remark, one obtains an example of a simple closed polyhedral surface 2* with a surface area less than €, such that 2* passes within e of every point of an arbitrarily assigned bounded closed set F in xyz-space. Briefly, a polygonal line of small length is necessarily confined to a small sphere, while a polyhedral surface of small area may be a surprisingly sprawling figure. The 2* just mentioned also shows that a simple closed polyhedral surface may pass within e oí every point of a given solid cube and yet enclose a volume less than e, where £>0 is arbitrarily assigned, and all the terms involved are used in the most elementary sense.
The elementary phenomena just referred to reveal fundamental differences between arc length and surface area which account for many of the difficulties that arise in various fields, including the theory of double integral problems in Calculus of Variations. By means of appropriate passages to the limit, these elementary phenomena give rise to curious examples due to
Geöcze fl] and Besicovitch [l] . To simplify the presentation, let us introduce the following terminology. An oriented closed surface 5, in the sense of 1.4, will be termed simple ii it admits of a representation (see 1.4) S: x = x(p), y = y(p), z = z(p), p G U, such that the correspondence between the points p of U and the image points (x, y, z) is biunique. The point-set [S] (see 1.4) is then a simple closed surface in the sense of point-set-theoretical topology. By well known theorems, the point-set [S] then divides the space xyz into two components, and the bounded component will be denoted by Ds and will be termed the interior of 5. Furthermore, the index-function i(x, y, z) is now equal to +1 on Ds and equal to zero on the unbounded component.
Recalling that As a matter of fact, we can impose further requirements upon the sequence 'ißo, and we obtain then interesting examples due to Geöcze and Besicovitch which we shall describe presently.
5.4. Continuation. As regards (60), we may ask whether we can achieve the relation F= [S] . Since [S] is a continuous image of the unit sphere U, it is necessary for this purpose that F be a locally connected continuum. The We restrict ourselves to remarks relevant for the spatial isoperimetric inequality. Since we have, by 4.7, V(S)2^Al(S)3/36it for every oriented closed surface S, it follows that the relation Al(S)=0 implies the relation F(5)=0.
Hence we can amplify the above statement (b*), for example, as follows : there exists an oriented closed surface 51 that covers the whole surface of a cube, and yet has zero area and encloses zero volume. While these situations are immediate consequences of the elementary phenomena discussed in 5.2, they reveal in striking form the need for a careful distinction between the surface S and the point-set [S] . In the statement (b*), for instance, if the side length of the cube is equal to one, inspection of the point-set [S] alone would suggest that the area of 5 should be equal at least to 6, and the enclosed volume should be equal to one, while actually Al(S) =0, V(S) =0.
5.5. We may ask, in connection with the remarks in 5.3, whether the limit surface 5 may be required to be an oriented simple closed surface (cf. 5.2). Besicovitch
[l ] obtained the following example. On choosing F as a certain totally disconnected closed bounded set of three-dimensional measure 1/2, he constructs a sequence of oriented simple closed polyhedra tyn with the following properties, (a) AlC^u) <e for every », where £>0 is assigned arbitrarily. (j3) The limit surface 5 is simple. (7) The limit surface S satisfies the relation FC [S], As noted in 5.3, the property (a) implies that Al(S) =e. On the other hand, (7) implies that | [S]\, the three-dimensional measure of the point-set [S] , is at least equal to 1/2. Besicovitch expresses the view that this situation shows the inadequacy of the Lebesgue definition of surface area. If the writer is interpreting his remarks correctly, then he seems to feel that for a surface S of finite area the point-set [S] should be of zero three-dimensional measure, at least if 5 is an oriented simple closed surface. Of course, the analogous requirement for arc length is satisfied : if C is a simple plane curve of finite length, then the point-set [C] is of zero two-dimensional measure, and in fact this is true for general Fréchet curves also. Thus it seems entirely reasonable to require that a similar statement should hold for surface area.
But it seems equally reasonable to require that surface area should be a lower semi-continuous functional, since arc length has this property, and furthermore, the lower semicontinuity of surface area can be verified in all elementary cases. Thus the Besicovitch example merely shows that two equally reasonable postulates conflict with each other beyond the elementary range. In this connection, it is interesting to note that according to an investigation by Nöbeling [l] , any two of the more relevant definitions of surface area can be shown to conflict with each other beyond the elementary range. Let us note also that the conflict, beyond the elementary range, between various equally plausible postulates concerning surface area has been fully understood in the literature on Lebesgue area (see, for example, Radó [l] , where the conflict between the projection postulate and the lower semicontinuity postulate is discussed). while Ar,(S)¿e, where e is arbitrarily assigned. In discussions that came to the attention of the writer, this situation was construed to show that the Lebesgue area is inadequate from the point of view of the isoperimetric inequality. It is therefore of interest to observe that the isoperimetric inequality holds for the interior volume 7<. Indeed, by (57) we have Vi=V(S), and hence (63) holds by 4.7. In fact, by (57) and 4.7 we have the inequality (64) \Ds\2 g^z,(5)s/367r
for every oriented simple closed surface S. Thus the Besicovitch example merely shows that the concept of enclosed volume must be adjusted to the concept of surface area if the isoperimetric inequality is to hold, a fact which is strikingly illustrated by the classical example of the cube-filling surface of zero area constructed by Geöcze. Since in the Besicovitch example | [S]\ >0, any surface area Ab(S) conforming to the views of Besicovitch (see 5.5) should be infinite for his surface S. On the other hand, as (64) shows, the Lebesgue area A ¿(5) still yields a nontrivial inequality. Radó [3] ). The extension to surfaces seems to be an interesting problem. 5.8. In conclusion, let us call attention to further problems. Let P denote the oriented closed polygon suggested by the figure. Roughly, P consists of four simple closed polygons described in the sense indicated by the arrows.
Let I be the length of P, and let | £><|, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, denote the two-dimensional measure of the domain Di indicated by the figure. Then the isoperimetric inequality, as proved by Blaschke (see 1.3, formula (4)), yields (71) \\Di\-\Dí\\¿12/At.
On the other hand, the isoperimetric inequality in the form proved in this Thus (72) shows that we obtained an improvement over Blaschke's result. And yet, (73) reveals that for the case of polygons a generally sharper inequality may hold. It would be interesting to determine whether a similar improvement is possible for general oriented closed curves. Analogous remarks apply to the spatial isoperimetric inequality. It should be observed that the Lebesgue area A L(S) is not the only lower semicontinuous area studied in the literature. For other lower semicontinuous areas (see Radó [5] ) it is not known whether polyhedral approximations are possible. A study of such areas, from the point of view of the spatial isoperimetric problem, may lead to important issues. The reader may have noted that we did not assert that the sign of equality holds in the spatial isoperimetric inequality only if the surface involved is á sphere. Indeed, Tonelli [l] already noted that this statement is generally false. This is due to the generality of the concept of surface used. For ex-ample, it is easy to construct an oriented closed surface S such that the pointset [S] consists of the surface U of the unit sphere, plus a straight segment attached to a point p0 of U, where U is simply covered except for the point po, and V(S) =4tt/3, Al(S) =4tt. Thus V(S)2=Al(S)*/36t in this case, while S is certainly not a sphere. It would be a matter of interest to study the structure of oriented closed surfaces for which the sign of equality holds in the spatial isoperimetric inequality.
